
VELA TANGO 100/200 SERIES ACCESSORIES

Seat

06012620672 Ergo seat (W:46xD:40 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

Ergo seat (W:46xD:40 cm) Main Line Plus Dark grey06012620687

Shaped seat with thick pad and rounded front. This seat is especially 
suitable for users with short thighs and the need for a wide seat.

The user has a good seating comfort, while the rounded front of the seat 
ensures good blood circulation to the legs.

Seat

06072611672 LP seat (W:44xD:36 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

LP seat (W:44xD:36 cm) Main Line Plus Dark grey06072611687

Shaped seat cushion, suitable for active sitting with forward tilted seat.

The user has a good seating comfort, while the rounded front of the seat 
ensures good blood circulation to the legs.

Seat

06082611672 KP seat (W:39xD:36 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

KP seat (W:39xD:36 cm) Main Line Plus Dark grey06082611687

Seat

06122611672 KX seat (W:39xD:44 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

KX seat (W:39xD:44 cm) Main Line Plus Dark grey06122611687

A slim and flat seat cushion. Suitable for high users who want a flatter seat.
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Seat

06142620672 Y seat (W:44xD:44 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

Y seat (W:44xD:44 cm) Main Line Plus Dark grey06142620687

Shaped seat with a thick pad. The user achieves a good seating comfort 
while the rounded front edge of the seat ensures good

blood circulation to the legs.

Seat

06152812672 CY seat (W:47xD:49 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

CY seat (W:47xD:49 cm) Main Line Plus Dark grey06152812687

Large comfortable, padded seat with contour and rounded front.

The user gets a good and stable seat comfort, while the seat's shape 
ensures one good blood circulation to the legs.

Seat

06314120672 Y coxit seat (W:44xD:44 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue - for 
chairs with electrical adj.

Y coxit seat (W:44xD:44 cm) Main Line Dark grey -for 
chairs with electrical adj.

06314120687

Medium coxit seat for chairs with electric height adjustment. Coxit seat with 
thick pad and adjustable flaps at the front.

Flaps can be adjusted steplessly and independently of each other for open 
hip angle.

Seat

06344120672 X coxit seat (W:44xD:44 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue - for 
chairs with gasspring adj.

X coxit seat (W:44xD:44 cm) Main Line Dark grey - for 
chairs with gasspring adj.

06344120687

Medium coxit seat for chairs with gas cartridge. Coxit seat with thick pad 
and with large adjustable flaps at the front.

Flaps can be adjusted steplessly and independently of each other for open 
hip angle.
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Seat

06324212672 CY coxit seat (W:47xD:50 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue -
for chairs with electrical adj.

CY coxit seat (W:47xD:50 cm) Main Line Plus Dark 
grey -for chairs with electr. adj.

06324212687

Large coxit seat with thick pad and more depth.

The seat has adjustable flaps at the front and can be ajusted steplessly 
and independently for open hip angle.

Seat

06404212672 CX coxit seat (W:46xD:46 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue - 
for chairs with gasspring adj.

CX coxit seat (W:46xD:46 cm) Main Line Dark grey -
for chairs with gasspring adj.

06404212687

Large coxit seat for chairs with gas cartridge. Coxit seat with thick pad and 
with greater width and depth. The seat has adjustable flaps at the front

that can be adjusted steplessly and independently of each other for open 
hip angle. For chairs w. gas cartridge.

Mounting kit for seat

102009 Mounting kit for fixing of seat

Mounting part for coxit seat

923964 Coxit lock, Rh for adjustment and lock of coxit part of 
seat

Coxit lock, Lh for adjustment and lock of coxit part of 
seat

923965
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Cover for seat

46114672 Cover for Y seat (W:44xD:44 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

Cover for Y seat (W:44xD:44 cm) Main Line Plus dark 
grey

46114687

Cover for CY seat (W:47xD:49 cm) Phoenix cobolt 
blue

46115672

Cover for CY seat (W:47xD:49 cm) Main Line Plus 
dark grey

46115687

Cover for seat

46414664 Incontinence cover for Y seat (W:44xD:44 cm) DECU-
TEX 664 black

Incontinence cover for CY seat (W:47xD:49 cm) 
DECU-TEX 664 black

46415664

Covers for other seat types can be delivered

Backrest

08015111672 Ergo backrest (W:38xH:22 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

Ergo backrest (W:38xH:22 cm) Main Line Plus Dark 
grey

08015111687

Small curved backrest with thick cushion that provides good lumbar 
support. The backrest is low and gives the user free movement of

the back, shoulders and arms of different activities.
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Backrest

08095111672 LP backrest (W:26xH:16 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

LP backrest (W:26xH:16 cm) Main Line Plus Dark 
grey

08095111687

Very small backrest with thick pad that provides a good backing for the 
lumbar spine. The backrest is low and gives the user free movement of

the back, shoulders and arms of different activities.

Backrest

08125112672 D3 backrest (W:28xH:23 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

D3 backrest (W:28xH:23 cm) Main Line Plus Dark 
grey

08125112687

Backrest

08485120672 Y backrest (W:37xH:30 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

Y backrest (W:37xH:30 cm) Main Line Plus Dark grey08485120687

Medium curved backrest with thick pad that gives a good and flexible 
support for the lumbar spine.

The Y-backrest is a low backrest that gives off mobility of the back, 
shoulders and arms of different activities.

Backrest

08495220672 CY backrest (W:43xH:45 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

CY backrest (W:43xH:45 cm) Main Line Plus Dark 
grey

08495220687

CY backrest is a high backrest with rounded upper edge and an angle 
control that allows the fixed-angle backrest to be locked,

which provides better opportunities for optimal lumbar support. It is 
possible to mount a headrest.
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Backrest

08035211672 CX backrest (W:38xH:43 cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

CX backrest (W:38xH:43 cm) Main Line Plus Dark 
grey

08035211687

CX backrest is a high, thick backrest with contours and lumbar support, 
suitable for high users.

Angular ajustment allows to lock the back at a fixed angle. It is possible to 
mount a headrest.

Backrest

08495238672 CY backrest w.inflatable lumbal support (W:43xH:45 
cm) Phoenix cobolt blue

CY backrest w.inflatable lumbal support (W:43xH:45 
cm) Main Line Plus dark grey

08495238687

CY backrests with inflatable lumbar support can be controlled with one 
hand while the user is in the chair. The backrest is high and thick back pad

with a rounded top edge. The airbag is suitable for those who need to vary 
the lumbar support.

Backrests are delivered without backrestarms as standard
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Cover for backrest

47148672 Cover for Y backrest (W:37xH:30 cm) Phoenix cobolt 
blue

Cover for Y backrest (W:37xH:30 cm) Main Line Plus 
dark grey

47148687

Cover for CY backrest (W:43xH:45 cm) Phoenix 
cobolt blue

47149672

Cover for CY backrest (W:43xH:45 cm) Main Line 
Plus dark grey

47149687

For all backs, seats and covers, other colors and fabrics may be selected 
from color cards

Backrest arm

07337 Backrest arm 420 mm black metallic, for Ergo, LP, D3  
and Y backs

Backrest arm 520 mm black met., for CY backrest, for 
ankling of backrest

07347

Mounting kit for backrest

101052 Mounting kit for 420 mm backrest arm

Mounting kit for 520 mm backrest arm101056
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Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1024304003 Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm Rh.310mm - bar

Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm Lh.310mm - bar1114304003

Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1024404003 Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm Rh.410mm - bar

Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm Lh.410mm - bar1114404003

Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1024302003 Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 7x35cm Rh.310mm - bar

Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 7x35cm Lh.310mm - bar1114302003

Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1024331003 Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 8x26cm Rh. 310mm - bar 
black Metallic

Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 8x26cm Lh. 310mm - bar 
black Metallic

1114331003
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Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1022519316 Ergon armrest balljoint hemiplegic pad 15x30cm Rh. 
310mm - bar

Ergon armrest balljoint hemiplegic pad 15x30cm Lh. 
310mm - bar

1112519316

Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1022520316 Ergon armrest balljoint hemiplegic pad 15x40cm Rh. 
310mm - bar

Ergon armrest balljoint hemiplegic pad 15x40cm Lh. 
310mm - bar

1112520316

Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1024305003 Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm with el-switch 
Rh. 310mm - bar

Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm with el-switch 
Lh. 310mm - bar

1114305003

Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1024345003 Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm, el-switch and 
rheuma grip, Rh. 310mm bar

Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm, el-switch and 
rheuma grip, Lh. 310mm bar

1114345003
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Armrest complete with bar and 
pad

1024405003 Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm with el-switch 
Rh. 410mm - bar

Ergon armrest with P.U. pad 9x30cm with el-switch 
Lh. 410mm - bar

1114405003

Legrest

923617 Amputation support, adjustable, symmetrical 
(W:16xH:26 cm)

Legrest

901508 E-legrest 67°,swing away,footplate (W:18xD:13cm), 
Length 32-48 cm, Rh.

E-legrest 67°,swing away,footplate W:18xD:13cm, 
Length 32-48 cm, Lh.

922407

Mounting parts for legrests

928201 Complete fittings for E-legrests for Y seat

Complete fittings for E-legrests for CY seat928202
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Mounting parts for legrests

928198 Fitting for E-legrests for Y/CY seat, right side

Fitting for E-legrests for Y/CY seat, left side928199

Mounting parts for legrests

102016 Screws for E-legrests

Mounting parts for legrests

928245 Sliding fixture f/ C-profile complete
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Footrest

900560 S-footrest 20° with LP27-plate 283x275mm Length 26
-41cm

S-footrest 20° with LP20-plate 283x245mm Length 21
-31cm

901438

S-footrest 8° with LP20-plate 283x245mm Length 21-
31cm

922046

S-footrest 8° with LP27-plate 283x275mm Length 26-
41cm

922047

S-footrest 8° with LP25-plate 335x250mm Length 26-
41cm

923626

925116 S-footrest 8° with LP25-plate 335x250mm Length 21-
31cm

Footrest

928098 S-footrest 10° with LP27-plate 283x275mm Length 26
-41cm

S-footrest 10° with LP27-plate 283x275mm Length 21
-31cm

928099

S-footrest 10° with LP25-plate 335x250mm Length 26
-41cm

928209

S-footrest 10° with LP25-plate 335x250mm Length 21
-31cm

928210

S-footrest 10° with LP20-plate 283x245mm Length 26
-41cm

928211

928212 S-footrest 10° with LP20-plate 283x245mm Length 21
-31cm

Only for Tango 100EF og Tango 200EF
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Footrest

900572 S-footrest 20° with S-plate 296x225mm Length 26-
41cm

S-footrest 20° with S-plate 296x225mm Length 21-
31cm

901113

Legrests and footplates cannot be mounted on coxit seats

Footrest

926750 Footrest foldable Tango 100 Combi
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Headrest

413105391 Headrest with SW pillow black leather 26x13cm  - 3 
point angleable

Only for CY backrest

Body support

928421 Body support 'Support' with large curved P.U. pillow 
17x9cm, Right

Body support 'Support' with large curved P.U. pillow 
17x9cm, Left

928422

Body support

928417 Body support 'Support' with small curved P.U. pillow 
17x6cm, Right

Body support 'Support' with small curved P.U. pillow 
17x6cm, Left

928418
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Body support

928425 Body support 'Support' with straight pillow black 
leather 17x10cm, Right

Body support 'Support' with straight pillow black 
leather 17x10cm, Left

928426

Mounting kit for body support

101001 Mounting kit set - for body support lenght 150 mm

Mounting kit f/one side - for body support lenght 
150mm

101080

Mounting kit for body supports

928405 Mounting wedge - for body support 'Support', 1 piece

Sidesupports (set) to be mounted 
on armrestbar

58018052 Sidesupport pad skai black 11x6,5cm

Sidesupport pad Mionetta black 11x6,5cm58018583
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Sidesupports (set) to be mounted 
on armrestbar

58019052 Sidesupport pad skai black 19x7,5cm

Sidesupport pad Mionetta black 19x7,5cm58019583

Sidesupports (set) to be mounted 
on armrestbar

58020052 Sidesupport pad skai black 25x7,5cm

Sidesupport pad Mionetta black 25x7,5cm58020583

Seat belt

922138 Y-seat belt, 4 point hip belt, with press lock, small

Y-seat belt, 4 point hip belt, with press lock, medium924319

Y-seat belt, 4 point hip belt, with press lock, large925246

Mounting kit for seat belt

101003 Mounting kit for Y-seat belt for Y/CY-seat
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Table tray

925911 Table tray acrylic with fixture for Ergon armrest 
foldable, 39x29 cm

Table tray acrylic with fixture for Ergon armrest 
foldable, 52x40 cm

925912

Table tray acrylic with fixture for Ergon armrest 
foldable, 60x49 cm

925913

Table trays must be supported by right and left armrest pads

Brake

926877 T-brake lever w/ball

Brake

926764 Extension bar f/ brake stick w/ball
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Brake

925936 Footbrake Rs. for Tango/ Salsa/ Hip Hop

Brake

926928 El brake kit, w/o battery, w/engine control -f/Tango 
chairs w/el. adj.

Push bar

928214 Push bar, height+depth adj. (Black Metallic)

Anti tilt bracket

926970 Anti tilt bracket - Black metallic
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Gas spring

927655 Gas spring 200 mm black

Gas spring 100 mm black928269

Gas spring 150 mm black928270

Actuator

926415 Actuator Nordic 300 mm

Actuator Nordic 200 mm926416

Actuator Nordic 200 mm, Heavy duty928129

Actuator Nordic 300 mm, Heavy duty928130

Castors

928260 Castors, 2 pcs wide front castors100 mm w/covers
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